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These 25 Banks
Harbor Nuclear Secrets That
Could Vaporize Your Wealth
There’s a Fuse Box Buried Deep within the U.S. Economy…
and it’s About to Blow…When it does, the lights on the
dimming U.S. economy will go black…

“Derivatives the new 'ticking time-bomb' …
Buffett and Gross warn: $516 trillion bubble is a
disaster waiting to happen”
—MarketWatch, March 10, 2008

But even as the broader markets get blown to bits, a small
clutch of little-known investments will rise. If you retreat to
these investments NOW, you could watch your wealth soar
as everyone around you comes undone in the final
unraveling of the U.S. economy…
Fall 2008
THE PHANTOM ECONOMY. It’s 49 times the size of the real physical
economy of the U.S. – that’s about to blow…Buffett calls it: “a megacatastrophe waiting to happen…”
THE BANK’S NUCLEAR SECRETS. Hidden financial time bombs lying
in America’s big banks have begun to detonate. In fact, they’re the real
reason behind the sub-prime massacre. But the worst is yet to come!
THE NEW DEMON DERIVATIVE OF WALL STREET. Bill Gross (the
legendary bond fund manager) believes they may be the banks’ most
“egregious concoctions” to date.
FALL-OUT SHELTERS. Three of the safest places for your wealth right
now…where you will not only maintain a low risk exposure – but you
could still rack up gains of as much as 1,794% … and more (just as a
small group of well-informed investors did in the bear market of 2002).
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THE NEW MEGA-TRENDS. How to privately cash in on major new
economic mega-trends that until now have largely been “off-limits” to
you – including “secret funds” that soared 187% and 52% through a
time when most American mutual funds got slaughtered. These funds
could soar 2-5 times that amount in the coming crash…
THE ULTIMATE CRISIS INVESTING TECHNIQUE. This little-known
technique helped some investors make 18 times their money on a
single recommendation…and could produce 2 - 3 times those gains in
2008 and 2009.
TWO CRISIS-PROOF COMMODITIES. (and six of the easiest ways to
cash in on them!)

The Derivatives Time Bomb
“A Demon of Our Own Design”
Deep in the shadows of the real economy lies an underground economy
where the world’s largest financial players conduct secret transactions worth
trillions of dollars.
These transactions are made far away from the headlines of the evening
news. You’ll seldom read about them in The Wall Street Journal…and you’ll
rarely hear about them on CNN – yet they affect every investment you make:
Your stocks, your bonds, your mutual funds – even your real estate.
Financially they act like a giant underground fuse box…whose financial
currents (though invisible) are channelled through to the real world of day-today investments. In the same way, unseen electrical currents power our
physical world, so too do these unseen financial currents secretly power our
economy.
Occasionally, though, something
“Derivatives are financial weapons of mass
happens. A country's economy
destruction…time bombs, both for the parties that
deal in them and the economic system…
blows up…or a bank…or an
The macro picture is dangerous and
investment fund…that reveals
getting more so…”
the catastrophic power these
—Warren Buffett
financial currents carry. We
witnessed their affects when world stock markets collapsed in 1987…when
Asian markets plummeted in 1997…and when the LTCM hedge fund
collapsed in 1998. But even these devastating events could pale in
comparison to what lies ahead.
A series of events have begun to unfold, which are about to short-circuit the
system and cause this giant underground fuse box to blow. When it does, we
may bear witness to the largest financial upheaval since 1929…and the lights
on our dimming economy will indeed go black.
Get ready, dear reader, for the final unravelling of the American economy…
and position yourself to reap explosive profits by investing in a small clutch of
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and position yourself to reap explosive profits by investing in a small clutch of
little-known investment opportunities that are positioned to soar when almost
everything else comes crashing down…
And this is not just a promise. A
small group of investors have
already reaped gains of up to
1,794% and 797% by cashing in
on these little-known investment
—Bill Gross, the legendary
techniques. I’ll tell you about
bond fund manager
these investments in a moment
—and why I expect similar opportunities this year—but first let me tell you
about the single most disturbing development that has occurred in the global
financial system in the last generation. It’s a development that could have dire
financial consequences…and for which most investors are woefully
unprepared…
“…poorly structured derivatives of all kinds that
redistribute risk, but don’t eliminate it, portend the
likelihood of another LTCM debacle…Greenspan is
clearly off base in his support of derivatives and
their medicinal ‘hedging’ qualities.”

BENEFITING FROM CRISIS:
Learn How One Group of Investors Managed to Get In On 1,794% and
797% Gains as the Market Melted and the Dollar Fell
(And Discover How You Can Take Advantage of Similar Opportunities in 2008/2009)
In this report you’ll learn about the single greatest threat the US economy and financial
markets have faced in more than a generation. It’s a ticking financial time bomb whose
effects could dwarf by orders of magnitude those of the S&L crisis of the late ‘80s…
But armed with the right information and a unique insight into today’s markets — there is
no reason to panic. Instead, you could realize a decade’s worth of profits in a year,
sometimes months.
For example, when the dollar crashed in 2002, one group of investors learned how to turn
the crisis into explosive gains by correctly anticipating the negative effects the war and
other economic disasters would have on the dollar. We showed our readers staggering
gains of 1,794% and 797% by recommending a little-known technique that allowed
members to “rent” large amounts of hard currencies – risking only a small amount of
money. And members reaped a further 25% on a conservative CD investment.
And that was just on the dollar crisis. Since March 2000, members have also seen
double- and triple-digit gains on six of the gold stocks we’ve picked. Plus we’ve enjoyed
an impressive track record by taking advantage of a revolutionary new way to invest in a
group of special funds. These unique types of funds have historically outperformed
traditional mutual funds year after year. The best of them has been up 2,319% over the
last seven and a half years! Yet, until recently, they were only a tool for well-informed,
wealthy investors.
Yet even these numbers will pale in comparison to the profits we expect to see when the
U.S. economy finally unravels.
My name is John Pugsley. I am Chairman of an elite group of international investment
analysts called The Sovereign Society. We are one of the world’s most private – yet
powerful — financial alliances. We operate far away from the corruption, greed and
conflicts of interest that are epidemic on Wall Street. Through an unrivalled team of more
than 30 international experts, banking insiders, economists, forecasters, analysts, asset
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protection specialists, currency and precious metal experts, we are able to steer a
maverick group of American and foreign investors through economic storms safely and
surely – even help them come out of it richer than before. We invite you to become one of
those subscribers today…and start reaping the same kind of mega-profits others have
been enjoying since March 2000 when the great unravelling of the American economy
began.
For decades, our experts have accurately predicted major economic trends and disasters.
In the early ‘70s I wrote a book called Common Sense Economics, which accurately
predicted the inflationary explosion in America…and helped investors get rich off gold.
And since 1999, we’ve been recommending our members retreat from mainstream
investments to a small clutch of alternative investment opportunities that have been
soaring since March 2000.
In this report, I’ll tell you more about these investment opportunities. Plus, I’ll tell you
about the single most disturbing development that we’ve been monitoring in the global
financial system...a development that could have dire financial consequences…but which
could also lead to profits of up to 1,794% – for those who are prepared.

The Phantom Economy — 49 times the size
of the U.S. economy — that’s about to blow…
In the past decade a giant and potentially lethal economic bubble has been
quietly forming in the Over-The-Counter Derivatives market. If you don’t
know what that is, you’re not alone. Most investors are completely unaware
of what goes on behind closed doors at banks, major brokerage houses and
leading corporations.
But know this: Derivatives have been at the core of almost every major
economic disaster since 1987. They were responsible for Black Monday.
They were behind the Asian crisis, the LTCM hedge fund disaster, the fall of
Barings Bank, the bankruptcy of Orange County and the collapse of Enron
and Argentina.
And they’ll soon be responsible
for what could turn out to be the
Cover story on the dangers
greatest economic disaster yet.
of derivatives from Fortune Magazine
For the popularity of these
notorious financial instruments
has erupted at an alarming rate. Their explosive growth has given birth to an
underground economy – so powerful and so complex – that no one really
understands it. Not Buffett – not even Greenspan. Yet one thing is clear to
all: This “Phantom Economy” carries threats that have the power to
blow up the U.S. financial system.
“The Risk That Won’t Go Away”

At their very simplest – a derivative is merely a bet. And it can be a bet on
absolutely anything – interest rates, exchange rates, stocks, commodities or
the weather – even the ability of your neighbour to pay back his mortgage!
For instance, you could bet on the number of tornadoes that will hit Kansas in
2008. Find a counter-party who’s willing to wager against you and you’ll have
http://www.web-purchases.com/SVSfusebox/ESVSJ542/landing.html?sessionID=vEoEnvbQBK&o=1482650&u=31090070&l=848323
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2008. Find a counter-party who’s willing to wager against you and you’ll have
created a derivative. And to make the bet, you often only have to put down a
fraction of the amount. For example, if you wanted to bet $1 million on
tornadoes in Kansas you may only need to put down $10,000 – just one onehundredth of the value.
This is where derivatives can become very dangerous. Derivatives are mostly
used to hedge against risk. But they are also used to make highly leveraged
and highly dangerous bets.
For instance, a single bet made
“...at some time in the future it (the derivatives
by one rogue trader in 1995
trading market) could bring the world’s financial
system to its knees.”
brought down the proud 223year old. This age-old institution
—Sir Julian Hodge
Senior Welsh Banker
helped finance the rise of the
Great British Empire in the 19th
Century. And an unmonitored 27-year old hotshot derivatives trader brought it
down with one wild bet.
Even worse — the derivatives trading of a single hedge fund in 1998 almost
caused the collapse of the entire global financial system. This hedge fund –
Long-Term Capital Management — was not even known by the mainstream
investor public at the time, yet its private derivatives bets would have
collapsed world markets if the Fed had not organized an emergency bailout.
“Only one in 10 CEOs [has] any in-depth knowledge
of the sophisticated financial instruments
(derivatives)”
—Stephen Mader,
CEO of search firm
Christian & Timbers in The Times

And more recently, when Ford
and GM’s $375 million debt was
downgraded to junk status, it
sent derivatives traders
scrambling, and caused ripples
throughout the global economy.

“The Next Three Rogue Traders”
And How They Could Devastate Your Financial Future…
Despite repeated efforts by concerned parties to tame the rank bubble
growing in the derivatives market, Greenspan refused to let them be
regulated during his entire tenure as Federal Chairman. He claimed
derivatives were good for the economy…that they provided for an efficient,
flexible and safer financial system…
But was he telling the truth?
In an address to the Council of Foreign Relations on November 19, 2002, on
the topic of derivatives, he admitted that there was a “remote possibility” that
they could cause a chain reaction that would culminate in a financial
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they could cause a chain reaction that would culminate in a financial
implosion.
Even more worrisome in a speech Greenspan gave to bankers in May 2000,
he admitted that: “The rapid growth and increasing importance of derivative
instruments…has been a particular concern.”
Yet Greenspan still allowed the bubble to grow unchecked until he bowed out
of his office in 2006.
But now his tone has changed.
The Biggest and Most Dangerous Myth about
In a recent article in London’s
Derivatives
Financial Times, Greenspan was
Like most professional betting games – derivatives have
quoted to have been “shocked at
a zero-sum outcome. There will always be a winner and
the way (derivatives) trades had
a loser. The betters put up their money. And the people
who run the casino, bank or brokerage house, figure out
been recorded on scraps of
ways to pass on the risk. One of the biggest myths
paper.” And that he found “failure
about derivatives is that they reduce risk. They do not.
They simply transfer risk to someone else who is willing
of dealers to improve on this
to bear it. The risks being taken in the derivatives market
“19th-century technology” to be
are growing greater and greater each day.
“unconscionable.” This was after
The alchemy of derivatives rests on complicated
the industry’s leading lobbying
mathematical models that predict how markets and
derivatives will behave under certain conditions. The
group released a disconcerting
models use past market performance to predict the
survey which revealed that one
future. But they can’t account for the unaccountable.
Every once in a while an asteroid strikes or a country
in every five credit derivatives
blows up…which throws these delicately balanced
trades made by big dealers
derivatives portfolios off their axis. Trades take place in
electronic never land and can be entered from anywhere
initially contained mistakes.
in the world. And computers are enabling the creation of
Now, to quote a recent Business
purer and purer financial plutonium. And, as with nuclear
mishaps, there are no small accidents. Get ready for
Week article, even Greenspan is
“The Chernobyl of the Financial World”…
“starting to sound concerned,”
and has admitted that investors
could face “unanticipated losses” because of the rapid growth of the
derivatives market.
Yet the bubble continued to grow…
In 1988, the global derivatives market was just over $1 trillion. Today that
figure has reached a staggering $692 trillion. What’s more disturbing is that
nearly one-third of these derivatives are concentrated in the hands of just
three American banks: JP Morgan Chase, Bank of America and Citibank.
These banks account for a mind-bending $166 trillion of the global derivatives
market (as of 1Q08).
What’s more, all these derivatives deals are done behind closed doors by a
few powerful men…men who are dangerously balancing your future on a
complicated portfolio of derivatives bets, the form of which nobody knows.
These men have been allowed to freely create monumental derivatives
portfolios without investors and bank depositors even remotely aware of the
mounting tidal wave of risk. Their moves have gone completely unchecked –
and they have no responsibility whatsoever to report or describe any of their
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and they have no responsibility whatsoever to report or describe any of their
moves to their shareholders.
One bad move…one unexpected crisis…could blow these banks’ delicately
balanced derivatives portfolios off their axis and spin world financial markets
into an unprecedented collapse.
And because the numbers have gotten so big…and the risks so high…banks
recoil whenever the topic of derivatives is raised…
But now they have to start talking…

The Coming Implosion of the
Largest Casino Economy Ever Created
A chain of events is unfolding right now that has started to set off these
financial time bombs one by one. If you don’t act now your retirement may go
up in smoke...
America’s big banks are carrying hidden risks that no one has warned you
about. And they’re all tied up in these banks’ derivatives portfolios…
The problem few investors understand is that with most derivative bets you
have to supply an amount of cash collateral to the counter-party to cover
your bet. This amount depends on the institution’s credit rating. If the
institution starts to get into financial difficulties, its credit rating will drop,
which means it’ll have to supply yet more cash collateral to its counter-party.
This could cause a liquidity crisis, which may lead to a further downgrade,
which could set off a downward spiral. And if one major bank falls, they’ll all
start to topple like dominoes.
The frightening thing is: This nightmare scenario has already begun.
http://www.web-purchases.com/SVSfusebox/ESVSJ542/landing.html?sessionID=vEoEnvbQBK&o=1482650&u=31090070&l=848323
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And in a moment, I’ll show you what the world’s wealthiest investors are
doing right now to shelter themselves from this coming crash…and how
they’re already using this technique to access “forbidden” investments and
opportunities that posted gains like 187%…70%…55%…82%…167%, And
which promise to soar much higher when the economic house of cards starts
to fall.

Wall Street’s New Culture of Risk
In the past few years Wall Street’s big banks have transformed themselves
from traditional investment banks into high-risk, freewheeling traders. From
institutions once engaged in such conservative activities like underwriting
securities, advising on mergers and acting as brokers (arranging trades
between clients), they have now begun to transform themselves into the
biggest risk-taking machines global markets have ever seen.
In the past, the banks rarely put much of their own capital at risk. Now they
are making increasingly larger bets with their own assets. What’s more,
they’re borrowing vast amounts of money to jack up the risk even more. And
they’re doing it to grasp for high returns on everything from distressed
Chinese businesses to Iraqi bonds…from Brazilian-based corporations to
catastrophe bonds…from Jakarta stocks to highly leveraged derivatives bets.
Wall Street’s big banks are now doing more trading than all the biggest
hedge funds. And we know what happened with LTCM in 1998.
As Warren Buffett said at his last Berkshire Hathaway annual meeting: “A
world where huge amounts of leverage have been brought into the system is
a dangerous world.”
And now the worst derivatives disaster is upon us.
And we believe it’ll prove to be the Mother of All Economic Disasters.

The New Demon Derivative of Wall Street
Bill Gross, the legendary bond investor, believes it is one of the banks’ most
“egregious concoctions” to date! It’s called a CDO (Collateralized Debt
Obligation). And inthis decade, they have proliferated like wildfire.
The investment derives its value from the sub-prime mortgage markets. They
are basically bets on whether the average American homeowner with a poor
credit rating can make his monthly mortgage payment or not. Because of the
higher risk they entail, they also come with higher rewards.
And in a world of low interest rates, low inflation and easy credit, they were a
gloriously effortless way for banks and hedge funds to reach for yield. The
risk was low and the reward high…at least until everything started to go
http://www.web-purchases.com/SVSfusebox/ESVSJ542/landing.html?sessionID=vEoEnvbQBK&o=1482650&u=31090070&l=848323
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risk was low and the reward high…at least until everything started to go
wrong…and these risky bets began to rapidly unwind…
You see, as I mentioned before,
“The best place to look for a market to go straight
these derivative bets are bought
down is the richest country.”
on an enormous amount of
James Dale Davidson and
leverage. The banks and hedge
Lord William Rees-Mogg in
The Great Reckoning
funds need only put a small
amount of money down to cover
their bets. This is how they magnify their returns many times over. But the
problem is the amount they have to put down is based upon the institution’s
credit rating. If their credit rating is downgraded, then they have to put up
more money to cover the bet. In order to do that the bank must sell its
investments. Problem is, it’s unable to sell the investments it would like to sell
(like it’s CDOs) — because nobody wants them, so it has to sell its good
investments (like its stocks). And naturally when things sell, prices drop,
which causes further selling, and so on…
And that’s what we are seeing in global markets right now. It’s why stocks,
investments and markets that seem far removed from the sub-prime
mortgage meltdown are being affected by it. It is the dry kindling for the
financial firestorm that we are only now just starting to see whip down Wall
Street.

Wall Street’s Greatest Fear Unfolds!
America’s banks right now are like a bunch of climbers on a mountain all tied
by a rope. J.P. Morgan Chase, Citibank and Bank of America are at the top of
the rope. If any one of them falls, the others could start to topple down the
mountain with them – along with the American economy. The end result
could be unprecedented…
But it’s not just these three
banks. Twenty-two more banks
harboring these nuclear secrets
(not to mention hundreds more
hedge funds are in similar
positions).

“So dominant is Morgan Chase in the derivatives
market that its exposure looks like typographical
errors”
Jim Grant of
Jim Grant’s Interest Rate Observer

And their greatest fear has started to unfold.
Write-downs on just these new demon derivatives (subprime CDOs) are
already over a quarter of a trillion dollars. But there’s more to come. Problem
is no one knows exactly how much. But it doesn’t matter, because the
blizzard of downgrades has already begun. Citibank, Lehman Brothers,
Merrill Lynch and Morgan Stanley have just been downgraded. And
according to Standard & Poor’s many more, including the derivative king, JP
Morgan, are likely to be next.
http://www.web-purchases.com/SVSfusebox/ESVSJ542/landing.html?sessionID=vEoEnvbQBK&o=1482650&u=31090070&l=848323
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As these bad derivative bets continue to unwind, more and more banks and
hedge funds will get downgraded, and they will be forced to put up more cash
collateral, which will lead to further downgrades, which could set off a
downward spiral.
In 1998, when LTCM failed, the government had to organize an emergency
bailout – forcing the hands of a consortium of big banks and investment
houses to fork over $3.5 billion dollars to save the economy.
But that was just one hedge fund with "only" a trillion dollars of derivatives on
its books.
Today, we are talking about
dozens of banks and
hundreds of hedge funds with
John Crudele, New York Post
hundreds of trillions of dollars
of derivatives on their books.
If a series of them were to fail, a chain of interlocking commitments would
break down and major institutions would start to topple. Widespread panic
selling would ensue. And there would be a run on the banks…and a run on
stocks. But most will find their money trapped in a crashing market and a
financial system that is splitting at the seams.
“J.P. Morgan Chase’s dabbling in derivatives makes
it too big for even the Federal Reserve to bail out.”

Few know it, but if the Dow drops 10% in any one trading day, circuit
breakers will kick in…and markets will close down…just as they did after
September 11. But the problem with circuit breakers is: They may halt the
panic selling but they don’t come with an “on” switch to bring the buyers
back. The system will overload and the fuse box will blow. And no
amount of Fed fiddling will bring it back. No pot will be big enough this
time.
And it won’t be just your stocks and your bank that will crash. The whole
economy could tumble with it. Everything you own will be at risk. Your house.
Your bonds. Your retirement. Maybe even your job.
The day of reckoning will have finally arrived. America’s party will be over.
And the hangover from the unprecedented binge will be long. Very long.
But even if this nightmare scenario unfolds, there’s still no reason you have to
get caught in it.

A Brief History of Derivatives
(The Most Dangerous and Controversial Financial Instruments Ever Created)
The giant bubble forming in the global derivatives market (led by America’s big banks)
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bears frightening resemblance to the S&L crisis. In the 1980s, a lack of regulation and
oversight, allowed America’s banks to trade dishonestly, hide losses and embezzle client
and government funds. The same scenario is unfolding right now among the world’s global
derivatives traders. America’s big banks, big corporations and mutual funds have turned
into giant casinos...using unregulated over-the-counter and massively leveraged derivative
bets as a new source of income…and as a way to disguise losses and dupe investors.
The difference in the S&L crisis is that when the derivatives bubble finally blows, the fallout will be 100 times worse. The S&L crisis cost American taxpayers hundreds of billions
of dollars and depressed the real estate market for years. But no pot will be big enough to
bail out America this time.
1973 The Chicago Board Options Exchange opens…and trading in large-scale derivatives
begins.
1983 President Reagan signed the 1982 Futures Trading Act for derivatives. This was a
major feature in the disastrous Reagan-era deregulation of the U.S. economy.
1986 The notational value of derivatives balloons to $618 billion…
1987 The failure of the stock markets and the derivatives markets to operate in sync,
causes the collapse of global stock markets (according to the Presidential Task Force on
Market Mechanisms)…and the terrific force of derivatives is felt for the first time.
1988 The notational value of derivatives hits the $1 trillion mark.
1994 Global derivatives market exceeds $10 trillion mark…and the first series of major
derivatives failures begins. (Metallgesellshaft loses $1.5 billion on oil futures; Procter &
Gamble loses $157 million by trading derivatives; Orange County, California, publicly
acknowledges a $1.5 billion loss due to its derivatives plays, bankrupting the county).
1995 Barings Bank goes bust because one rogue trader, Nick Leeson, loses $1.4 billion
with derivatives bets on the Nikkei index that were shattered by the Kobe earthquake.
1995 Wisconsin's $6.7 billion State Investment Board posts a $95 million loss from
unauthorized use of derivatives.
1997 Under-regulated, derivative-based credit swap contracts cause the collapse of the
Asian markets.
1998 The derivatives trading of a single hedge fund, Long Term Capital Management
almost causes the collapse of global stock markets. Fed organizes a $3.5 billion bailout.
2000 Global derivatives positions leap to more than $95 trillion — even as the stock
market crashes and the global economy goes into recession.
2001 Enron (without the public knowing it) had secretly transformed itself from an energy
trader into an unregulated derivatives player, causing its eventual collapse.
2003 Fannie Mae loses $8.4 billion on its derivatives portfolio causing its stock to
plummet.
2003 Buffett warns investors that the bubble in the derivatives market is a “megacatastrophe waiting to happen.” His comments send ripples through global markets.
2008 Global derivatives market exceeds $690 trillion (more than 12 times the size of the
entire global economy).

How to Access “Secret” Financial Opportunities Set to
Soar When the Derivatives Bubble Blows
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In a moment I’m going to tell you about an extraordinary financial device that
cannot only offer you safety from the macro-risks plaguing America and the
global economy at the moment – but can also help you access “forbidden”
financial opportunities set to soar when the derivatives bubble blows…
including opportunities that have already shown our readers staggering gains
of 1,794%…797%…70%…55%…and more. And which could produce 2 or 3
times those gains in 2008/2009. It’s an opportunity that until recently was
largely the province of the world’s wealthiest investors. But now, thanks to an
elite global asset protection publishing company, these opportunities can be
yours…
My name is John Pugsley and I am Chairman of this organization. We call
ourselves The Sovereign Society. We are a unique organization unlike any
you have ever encountered before. Through a global team of influential and
renowned researchers, thinkers, forecasters, and banking insiders, we are
able to offer a small group of discerning readers recommendations, and
opportunities not regularly available to the average American. You won’t find
these opportunities in Barron’s or Business Week – even though they could
provide for your assets a degree of protection and profit potential far beyond
those available on Wall Street today. Let me show you what I mean…

The Fallout Shelters the Government
Would Prefer You Knew Nothing About
History has taught us that in times of economic uncertainty a number of
financial havens soar. They are those economies that have proven to be
politically stable over the long-term…enjoy hard currencies backed by gold…
boast strong financial industries with faultless track records…and bear little
systemic risk…
Three of those havens are
Switzerland, Austria, and the
ancient Kingdom of Denmark.
The currencies, companies, and
investments in these places are
flying at the moment – as the
world’s money floods into them
in search of safety and profits.
Each country has been awarded
a Triple A credit rating from
Standard & Poor’s…and each
has been ranked repeatedly as
one of the top 15 trading and
economic countries in the world
by IMD in their International
World Competitiveness Report.

Are You Banking at
One of These "Casinos?"
Derivatives were designed to help banks, corporations
and countries hedge against risk. But banks found they
could make a killing by concocting more exotic
derivatives that effectively bet on the future direction of
interest rates, foreign exchange, commodities, stock
indexes and sub-prime mortgages. And since banks
aren’t making money from traditional lending any more,
derivatives are a fantastic new way to net huge gains.
And why not take some big risks when the Fed will
“supposedly” back you – and the transactions can stay
off the books – far away from the prying eyes of
investors and analysts. As we see it, America’s banks
have turned into giant casinos. And now this Giant
Casino Economy has begun to splinter. Are you banking
with one of them?
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World Competitiveness Report.
What’s more, Standard & Poor’s
has concluded that they hold no
apparent systemic risks, as the
savings positions of the private
sector, both households and
corporations, is strong. Compare
that to American households and
corporations who are drowning
in a sea of debt.
Plus, these havens are also
benefiting from the continuing
transition of the Central and
Eastern European economies
into modern free-market
economies.
That’s why we’ve arranged for a
number of financial products to
be available for you in these
havens…so you can take easy
and instant advantage of the
booming opportunities that lie in
these and surrounding havens.
It’s an opportunity few American
investors will ever know. And it’s
only been made possible thanks
to The Sovereign Society’s vast
array of global contacts.

A Whole New World of
Booming Financial
Opportunities for You

Figures as of March 31 2008

Bank failures occur every year in America. There were
more than 1,000 bank failures between the years 19861990 during the S&L debacle, which cost American
taxpayers hundreds of billions of dollars and depressed
the real estate market for years. And now considering
the self-serving and dangerous practices Wall Street’s
banks have begun to engage in – where would you
prefer to bank? In America or in age-old financial
havens who’ve shown little systemic risk and who
haven’t experienced a bank failure in their 200-year old
financial history? The Sovereign Society’s preferred
European banking resources are centuries old banks
who don’t either deal at all in dangerous instruments like
derivatives, commercial loans or similar risky operations
or do so only within Europe’s stricter regulatory
schemes. They will offer you the strictest standards in
private banking…and ensure both the security and
confidentiality of your affairs. Join The Sovereign
Society today…and your money will be safer tomorrow.
To join, just call toll-free NOW 1-888-856-1403.

The first major benefit you’ll
receive from The Sovereign Society is the opportunity to open up a private
offshore bank account in Austria, Denmark, and/or Liechtenstein.
Opening a bank account in a leading offshore haven usually requires
introductions and references...but as a member of The Sovereign Society, we
will make the introductions for you.
In fact, these accounts are already waiting for you at one of Europe’s oldest
and strongest financial institutions. They are financial institutions that
don’t deal in dangerous instruments like derivatives, commercial loans, or
similar risky operations. They observe the strictest standards in private
banking…and ensure both the security and confidentiality of your affairs.
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banking…and ensure both the security and confidentiality of your affairs.
You’ll be able to monitor and access your account online. But you’ll also be
able to do a lot more…
An offshore account at a leading private European bank isn’t like any ordinary
High Street bank account. For instance, through your offshore account you’ll
be able to:
Access a whole new world of global investment opportunities…
including each one of the lucrative investment opportunities I’ll tell you
about in this letter…such as the special types of funds that have
already netted gains of 187% and 45% for our members. (This is an
extraordinary benefit most Americans will sadly never know.)
Trade stocks, bonds, mutual funds, CDs, precious metals and
currencies on markets everywhere…(including CDs that pay up to
25% after currency gains…and emerging market stocks and funds
traded on exchanges that, historically, have soared as high as 264%…
337% …and up to 1,998% over a time period of five to six years).
Gain unrivalled asset protection in countries that have been the
traditional havens of choice by the world’s wealthiest families in times of
war, scandal, and economic upheaval.
Diversify your assets out of American dollars and convert them into
currencies set to soar against the dollar in the volatile times ahead —
like the rock-solid Swiss franc, the euro and many more commodity
currencies…upon which our readers have already seen staggering
gains of 1,794% and 797% by using select little-known currency
investment techniques (which I’ll tell you more about in a moment).
Gain coveted information from some of the world’s most trusted
and established financial analysts and money managers. These
are not young, brash Wall Street brokers peddling stocks that benefit
them rather than you. They are experienced analysts that have
managed the fortunes of institutional investors and the world’s
wealthiest families for decades, riding them safely through economic
disaster after economic disaster — from the inflationary ‘70s to Black
Monday and beyond.*
*Note: The Sovereign Society is not a broker, dealer or licensed investment advisor. No person listed should be considered as
permitted to engage in rendering personalized investment, legal or other professional advice as an agent of The Sovereign Society.
The Sovereign Society does not receive any compensation for these services. Additionally, any individual services rendered to The
Sovereign Society members by broker whose name we provide are considered completely separate from and outside the scope of
services offered by The Sovereign Society. Therefore if you choose to contact a broker on our lists, such contact, as well as any
resulting relationship, is strictly between you and the broker.

You’ll get more details about your potential accounts (and the banks at which
they’re held) in the detailed membership guide you will receive when you
join. This is a truly unique and powerful benefit that is simply not available to
the average American investor. You’ll also get privileged knowledge on how
http://www.web-purchases.com/SVSfusebox/ESVSJ542/landing.html?sessionID=vEoEnvbQBK&o=1482650&u=31090070&l=848323
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the average American investor. You’ll also get privileged knowledge on how
to access many more powerful financial devices of the super rich when you
join The Sovereign Society, including special types of Swiss accounts that
are considered by many to be “the ultimate low-risk investment”…plus
unique types of trusts and foundations that can shield your investments not
only from market crashes but also from lawsuits and over-taxation.

How We Maintain an Impressive Track Record in
Times of Chaos
The Sovereign Society provides its readers with entire
financial solutions – not just the latest random hot stock
tip. Our solutions are long-term…and are in accordance
with the Advisory Board’s strict investment philosophy of
capital preservation. Our track record eclipses just about
every other investment newsletters’ track record out
there. But that's because we're not just a stock letter.
We are a financial publishing alliance — made up of not
just one investment expert — but an unparalleled team
of more than 30 of the world's leading financial and
professional experts.
We combine simple time-tested strategies and other
alternative investment opportunities including special
types of funds, foreign bonds and annuities, currencies,
precious metal investments, gold stocks, commodities
and emerging market investments – to help you create a
well-balanced portfolio. Our experts and their global
network of contacts preen global markets looking for
low-risk, high-return opportunities. Every
recommendation we make has been meticulously
chosen – and must be in alignment with the Advisory
Board’s particular philosophy and its investment
consensus. It must be ultra-safe and offer at the very
least a small real return. By employing this strict
investment philosophy it ensures the safety and security
of our readers’ capital. Above everything this is our goal.
With banks and brokers continuously peddling stocks
and products that benefit them rather than you – The
Sovereign Society is a voice you can trust. It’s a real
investment community who look out for one another. To
join us, just click below or call toll-free NOW 1-888-8561403.

And this is just the beginning of
the extraordinary benefits you’ll
receive as a member of The
Sovereign Society. Many
lucrative investment
opportunities await you once you
have your offshore account…
opportunities that until recently
have only been enjoyed by the
wealthiest of American families.
Now you can have an
opportunity to profit from them
too…
I’ll tell you about some of these
extraordinary opportunities right
now. Plus you’ll learn about
many more of them in private
monthly bulletins, weekly eletters, and special reports we’ll
send you when you join.

Investments that are
Reaping Triple- and
Quadruple-Digit Gains as
New Mega-Trends Unfold

(Until now, many of these investments have been completely “secret”)
A number of major economic reversals have occurred since March 2000.
Stocks ended their 19-year long bull-market. Gold ended its 20-year bear
market. And the U.S. dollar ended its seven-year bull market. Commodities
ended its 22-year bear market and began a profitable bull market in 2001.
These events have already set in motion a number of important new trends.
And I don’t just mean minor trends, which generally last a few years. I mean
mega-trends, which can last for 10 or 20 years. By taking advantage of these
trends, you could make major profits for many years to come…
And I’m writing to you today to tell you that financial analysts in New York,
London, Geneva, Panama City, Hong Kong, Montreal, and throughout the
world are in agreement on one very important point: The financial tide has
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world are in agreement on one very important point: The financial tide has
clearly changed.
Investors have lost faith in paper assets. After the decimation of the Great
Tech Wreck, not to mention accounting scandals, broker scandals, economic
and geopolitical disasters, stock market crashes – investors have been
burned – and they’ve been burned hard. And it’s going to be a long time
before they fully recover from the scars. For many years ahead – no matter
what happens - they’re going to want tangible assets like gold, precious
metals and commodities.
By recognizing these trends, we’ve already logged some of the most
impressive gains any guru can claim to have made since March 2000. And I
don’t mean a few random one-hit wonders. I mean an impressive track
record across a variety of investment classes and styles, including gold
and precious metals, gold stocks, emerging market funds, offshore
funds, foreign currencies and other little-known investment techniques
that until recently were largely the luxury of the world’s wealthiest
investors.
Trust me, dear reader: A new era is in the making. And we can help you
make a lot of money from it – very safely and very easily. Forget fast, highrisk paper profits in short-term stock-market rallies. Go with the megatrends…and you’ll do fine.
What’s more although many of the alternative investment strategies I’ll tell
you about in this report are not normally available to U.S. citizens…you’ll be
able access them easily, legally and cost-effectively through your Austrian,
Danish and/or Liechtenstein bank account.

See Gains of 1,794%…
797%…in Foreign
Currencies!
Ballooning trade and budget
deficits, rising inflation, and
crippling future Social Security
and Medicare obligations
have cracked the foundation of
the dollar’s global power. The
Great Era of Dollar Domination is
over. But just as investors
continue to dump dollars…a
number of currencies will rise.
And they will be currencies
backed by hard assets. You’ll
learn about these currencies,
and the easiest ways to invest in

Enjoy Access to Research from an Unrivalled Team
of Europe’s Top Bankers and Money Managers
The Sovereign Society boasts an impressive list of top
bankers and experts who have been long established in
the strong regions in which we research. You’ll get firsthand knowledge from them on how best to profit from
the many booming opportunities that lie in these areas.
This is just a selection of them…
Robert Vrijhof: As a top Swiss money manager, Robert
has held senior positions with some of the top banks in
the world, including Credit Suisse and Foreign
Commerce Bank. From Robert you’ll learn about some
of Switzerland’s and Europe’s strongest and best-valued
companies and investments.
Thomas Fischer: A Danish banker with over two
decades experience as a foreign exchange dealer,
broker, and banker. Thomas currently holds a senior
position at one of Denmark’s oldest banks.
Andrew Griebl: Director of Private Banking at Euram
(European American Investment Bank AG) in Vienna,
Austria. Andrew has acted as investment counsel to high
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Austria. Andrew has acted as investment counsel to high
net worth U.S., U.K., and Latin American families and
their advisors.

Even though the currency market is one of the oldest, biggest, most liquid
(and fastest growing) on the planet, and even though it is far less volatile than
stocks, and is infinitely easier to read, to predict and to play…it is still very
new to the mainstream investor. For many years, currencies were largely an
asset class that belonged only to the realm of Fortune 500 companies,
institutional investors, professional traders, and the Soroses and the Buffetts
of the world…
But now thanks to revolutionary new financial instruments, you can play the
currency markets just as easily as you would play the stock markets!
You’ll learn all about these radical new currency investments in Currencies
for the Long Run, and in special monthly bulletins you’ll receive as a
member of the Sovereign Society.
You’ll also learn about many secret ways to make big profits in hard
currencies with very little risk.
For example, in the Dollar Crash
of 2002, our recommendations
Meet Your Team of
Leading Foreign Currency and Precious Metals
showed staggering gains of
Experts
1,794% and 797% – with
Jack Crooks: Jack has close to 20 years experience
minimal risk – by betting against
in the currency, equity, and futures arena.
the U.S. dollar. By anticipating
Jack is a seasoned investment advisor who has
held key positions in brokerage, money management,
the negative affects war and
trading, and research. He has written extensively
other economic disasters would
on the subject of global currencies and
international economics. His insights on currencies
have on the dollar…we decided
have been published in many prestigious publications
to recommend “renting” a
across the globe from the Asia Times to
the currency industry’s leading periodical, Futures
number of hard currencies for far
magazine. Jack has also been interviewed on
less than their real values. It
CNBC for his insights on the Japanese yen .
ultimately allowed investors to
Michael Checkan: One of the first foreign exchange
buy $21,312 of euros at only
traders ever to operate in America. His firm developed
the world’s first government-guaranteed precious metals
$1,125. The $1,125 was all that
storage program. From Michael you'll learn some of the
was at risk – to give them the
safest, latest and best ways to invest in precious metals.
“right” to buy a large amount of
euros by a certain date in the
future. Because the euro appreciated greatly against the dollar, we
encouraged members to exercise their right and recommended buying
$21,312 worth of euro. Members could have turned $1,125 into $21,312 in
just 11 months and seen a staggering 1,794% gain. We did the same thing
again with Swiss francs and saw a further 797%. Many more of these
explosive opportunities will arise in the volatile times ahead. This little-known
investment technique will allow you to tap into rare opportunities that you
won’t find on Wall Street. You’ll learn all about it in your special investment
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won’t find on Wall Street. You’ll learn all about it in your special investment
alerts and your private monthly bulletins. Plus you’ll learn why these
techniques could produce 2 or 3 times those gains in 2008/2009.

No Rush Like the Coming Great Global Gold Rush
In times of crisis, people grasp for tangible investments, things like gold and
silver, and other essential commodities that the global economy simply can’t
do without.
In the last commodities bull
market, gold went up a
staggering 23-fold. That was
through the inflationary ‘70s –
one of the worst periods for U.S.
stocks in economic history. In
times of uncertainty, investors
rush to gold. And in the oilshocked, commodity-starved,
inflation-afflicted volatile times
ahead, gold will shoot to the
stars.
This won’t be like the gold bull
market in the ‘70s. It will be
much bigger. For we now have a
lot of new players on the global
stage. And as energy shocks,
commodity crunches and
derivatives disasters continue to
rock global markets, these new
players will get very hungry for
the immortal metal. The 2.3
billion Chinese and Indians have
already begun to show their
voracious appetite for the metal.
But this is only the beginning.
When gold lust spreads from the
contrarians to mainstream
investors to the general public,
then you’ll truly see that there is
no rush like a great global gold
rush.

Double and Triple Digit Gains on Almost Every Gold
Stock!
And we believe this is just the beginning of a great new
bull market in gold.

All open prices as of July 18, 2008

What’s more, there hasn’t been a big gold discovery for many years. And
despite soaring global demand, the World Gold Council expects gold
production to stay flat or even decline over the next few years. The
infrastructure is already woefully inadequate to meet current demand. But
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infrastructure is already woefully inadequate to meet current demand. But
once demand really heats up, a massive supply gap will open up, causing the
price of gold to skyrocket.
The argument for gold today is so compelling there really is no greater
investment for the volatile times ahead. In a special investment alert we’ll
rush you when you sign—up for a risk-free trial membership to the Sovereign
Society you’ll learn all about some of the best ways to invest in this precious
metal. It’s called: The Dirt Digger: 8 Great Ways to Profit from $75 Silver
and $2,500 Gold!
Plus, in the special private monthly bulletins and daily e-letters we’ll send you
when you join, you’ll also learn about many more little-known ways to profit
safely from gold, silver, silver bullion coins, precious metal mining stocks and
mutual funds, platinum, rare coins, colored diamonds and other
commodities…

Two More Crisis-Proof Commodities
(And Six Easy Ways to Cash in on Them)
No matter what happens in the volatile years ahead, there are two things that
the global economy and the global population simply won’t be able to do
without: Food and Energy.
With the population exploding, and the emerging mega-markets
industrializing, it will put a major strain on the Earth's natural resources.
We already have over six billion people to feed and fuel. And within a single
generation, we’ll have another two. Plus the collapse of communism and the
rise of the Internet have allowed the vast developing world to leapfrog into
the modern age virtually overnight. This rapid industrialization is being led by
the BRIC nations (Brazil, Russia, India and China – a market of almost three
billion new capitalists). As these nations’ middle classes rise, so too will their
appetites, and their energy needs.
Right now, they only consume a mere fraction of the food and energy that the
industrialized nations consume. For example, China only uses
one-eighteenth the amount of oil per capita that America uses. As these
developing nations play catch-up, it will place enormous pressure on our tight
global food and energy supply. This means food and energy prices could
continue to head skyward. While this may not be good for our personal
pocketbooks, for those companies who will help feed and fuel the exploding
global population, we believe they will gobble up profits the likes of which
they’ve never before seen.
In another online special investment alert we’ll rush you when you join you’ll
learn about:
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The Agricultural Relic that’s Enjoying a Huge Comeback! It is the
leading company in the world today that is making farming more
efficient, faster, and cheaper. Watch out for its latest generation of
GPS-guided agricultural machines, which include tractors that can work
the fields alone without the need for a driver! The pent-up global
demand for innovative agricultural products like these can hardly be
measured in a world desperate to be fed and fuelled!
America’s Next ExxonMobil. This company is destined to become
“the Green Gas Station to the World!” It is already the world leader
in Bio-Energy. It is the largest producer of ethanol in the U.S., and one
of the largest producers of biodiesel in Europe. And that’s just on its
first generation Bio-Fuels. It has an ambitious multi-decade plan for
the production and proliferation of its next generation BioFuels.
And right now, you can buy it cheap. In fact, it’s one of the cheapest gas
stations on the block!
The 206-Year-Old Biotech Company…that the world will call upon
more than all the others to help feed and fuel us in the coming decades!
The Easiest and Surest Way to Play the Coming Soft Commodity
Bull Market. Soft commodities like corn, wheat, soybeans, and sugar
have been trading at depression-level prices for years. But after a 30year bear market they’re fast becoming the new stars on Wall Street.
Soft commodities soared 5-47 fold during their last bull market in the
‘70s. This time they may soar even higher. And you can ride them all
the way to the top with this one little investment.
You’ll learn about all these (and two other great crisis-proof stocks) in The
BioEconomy’s Six Biggest Profit Takers.

Join the World’s Most Powerful Private
Financial Research Alliance
As a member of The Sovereign Society, you’ll get access to information from
our unrivalled team of over 30 financial and professional researchers, many
of whom are masters in asset preservation. They will show you what to look
out for…and help steer you through the volatile times ahead…
You’re probably thinking that access to these experts’ research is going to
cost you a small fortune. But don’t worry. It’s won't.
Through the Society’s special monthly research advisory letter (The
Sovereign Individual) and daily e-letter (The Offshore A-Letter), you’ll
learn from this unrivalled team of financial and professional researchers. In
The Sovereign Individual and The A-Letter you’ll find out the latest updates
from banking and financial insiders about what’s unfolding in the global
derivatives markets. Plus, you’ll learn how best to prepare for it, including
specific investment recommendations in global gold stocks, oil stocks,
offshore funds, emerging market investments, foreign currency plays and
precious metal investments. You’ll also find out about private banking
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precious metal investments. You’ll also find out about private banking
strategies, computer privacy techniques, offshore tax management, second
passports, global business opportunities, offshore e-commerce strategies,
asset protection techniques and many other approaches that can help protect
you…your capital…your business…and your investments in the volatile
times ahead. And offshore investment research is just one part of The
Sovereign Society. The Society’s global network of contacts scours the globe
each month for the finest opportunities the world can offer you…opportunities
that can make your life richer, safer and better.
And in The Sovereign Individual and The A-Letter we aren’t afraid to tell it
as it is. You won’t get the regular spin from the elite controlled popular press.
We aren’t afraid to step on people’s toes. In fact, we step on them all the
time. Even Wall Street Journal and Newsweek are talking about The
Sovereign Society…“the offshore investment research group,” that can teach
you how to move cash, stocks, and bonds offshore for asset preservation.
Truth is – the government sees The Sovereign Society as a threat to its ailing
economy. They want you to keep your money invested in America – to keep
its markets afloat. We advise people against this. We expose the truth…tell
you how it really is…and step on people’s toes – to help people like you
avoid the ravages of a corrupt and recklessly run economy…

Over 30 of the World’s Leading Financial and
Professional Experts on Your Side…
You may be wondering how The Sovereign Society has managed to maintain such an
impressive track record in the midst of all this market mayhem. As I said, we’ve merely
paid homage to history…and taken advantage of major new economic mega-trends.
However, our unrivalled financial team of more than 30 international experts has had
something to do with it. This is your unique opportunity today to learn from them…and to
start profiting from their wisdom. My colleagues and friends will help guide you through the
volatile times ahead…and help you pick up gains of 1,794%…797%…150%…when world
markets crash around us!
The Society’s Chairman and Economic Forecaster, John A.
Pugsley has written many books and reports on economics,
investing and politics.His first book, Common Sense Economics
(1974) accurately predicted the inflationary explosion that
followed the final abandonment of the gold standard in the early
1970s. In 1980, his second book, The Alpha Strategy, he
accurately warned that the United States would experience “the
largest deficits in the history of the nation in the next five years”
and showed investors how to protect themselves.He is now the
Chairman of The Sovereign Society – one of the world’s most
powerful private financial publishing alliances.
Our Investment Director, Eric N.
Roseman is also editor of Commodity
Trend Alert, a weekly e-letter which
focuses on the strongest global trends in
commodities-based securities. Eric is a
shrewd value investor. From him you'll
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discover many unusual foreign investment
strategies that you may otherwise not get
to hear about. These are high-value
strategies you won't learn about in The
Wall Street Journal or Barron's…Eric has been showing our members excellent returns
amid extended periods of stock market declines and economic distress...
Our Award-Winning Investment Guru and one of Wharton
School’s Finest, Larry Grossman has achieved a number of
unique accomplishments in the financial world. Larry is one of
only 1,500 American financial advisors who have been
awarded the prestigious designation of Certified Investment
Management Analyst (a designation awarded in conjunction with
the top Wharton School of Business). Larry was also one, if not the
first financial advisor in the country to develop a compliant method
for helping clients take IRAs and pension plans offshore for asset
protection and greater investment diversification (a move that is
preserving many of our members’ capital against America’s
ongoing stock and mutual fund massacre). You’ll learn about
Larry’s unique financial strategies and his revolutionary money
management system called “Dynamic Global Asset Allocation” in
The Sovereign Individual.
One of Our International Tax and Asset
Protection Experts, Mark Nestmann is
one of the world’s most sought after
writers and speakers on offshore topics.
Mark has written many books on financial
privacy and asset protection, including the
well-known How to Achieve Financial
Privacy in a Public Age, Austrian Money
Secrets and Asset Protection 2000. You’ll
learn about many of his top international
tax and asset protection strategies in The Sovereign Individual – they are strategies that,
until recently, have mainly been enjoyed only by the super rich.
Our Offshore Insurance Expert, Colin Bowen is the Deputy
Chairman of Isle of Man Assurance Ltd. — one of the oldest
and largest insurance companies on the island. From Colin
you'll learn about the unique life insurance products available on
the Isle of Man — some of which are among the strongest
insurance products in the world — and can allow you to invest
without excessive taxes.

Marc-Andre Sola is a Managing Partner with NMG International
Financial Services, Ltd, and specializes in insurance and financial
consulting, pension administration and in tailoring investment
solutions for private clients. Active in more than 16 countries and
with clients among the world’s leading financial service providers,
Marc-Andre helps create sophisticated financial structures in an
international environment designed to guarantee privacy, protect
assets and provide diversification.
Sovereign Society Membership Director
and market Analyst, David Newman, is a
former managing partner of Choice
Investments in Houston, Texas, and was a
financial advisor for American Express. In
addition, David has served as the Director
of Sales & Development for several major
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publishing companies in the southeastern
United States. He has more than 20 years
of experience helping investors achieve
their long-term asset protection and
investment goals. Now he is dedicated to
helping members make the most of all that The Sovereign Society has to offer.
Sovereign Society Executive Director, Erika Nolan has been
Executive Director for The Sovereign Society since its inception in
1998. She travels extensively throughout Europe, the Caribbean,
and Central America to find the most knowledgeable financial
experts and banking opportunities for Sovereign Society
subscribers.

Sovereign Society Legal Counsel,
Robert Bauman is a former Member of
the United States House of
Representatives from Maryland (19731981). Robert currently serves as Legal
Counsel for the Sovereign Society; he
has authored, or co-authored, a number
of books and reports. Robert has also
been interviewed on CNBC and Worth
Magazine for his insights on offshore havens.

This is just a highlight of the world-class experts you'll get to know by becoming a
member of The Sovereign Society! To start benefiting from their wisdom, just click
below or call toll-free NOW at 1-888-856-1403.

YOURS FREE: 5 Revolutionary Online Investment Reports!
In addition to The Sovereign Individual, The Offshore A-Letter and your
offshore bank introductions, you’ll also get four revolutionary online
investment reports:
1. The Derivatives Time Bomb: How to Turn the Coming MegaCatastrophe into Explosive Profits. This special online report details
the series of events that are about to unfold…that will burst the greatest
economic bubble in history. It clears up many of the greatest mysteries
and myths that surround these controversial financial instruments. It will
help you understand why derivatives are the most important and
dangerous financial development of the past decade. But above all this
special hot-off-the-press exposé will show you how you could turn the
coming mega-catastrophe into explosive profits. Through offshore bank
accounts, foreign annuity policies, special types of funds, commodity
investments, emerging market stocks and foreign currency investments
you’ll be able to ride safely through what could be the most cataclysmic
period in economic history. You could come out of it richer than before.
http://www.web-purchases.com/SVSfusebox/ESVSJ542/landing.html?sessionID=vEoEnvbQBK&o=1482650&u=31090070&l=848323
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2. Currencies for the Long Run. Thanks to ballooning trade and budget
deficits, rising inflation, and crippling future Social Security and
Medicare obligations, the dollar is destined to continue its slide into the
dustbin of monetary history. But just as investors continue to dump
dollars…a number of currencies will rise. And they will be currencies
backed by hard assets. You’ll learn about these currencies, and the
easiest ways to invest in them in this special online report.
3. The Dirt Digger: 8 Great Ways to Profit from $75 Silver and $2500
gold. In this special online report, Eric Roseman, one of the world’s
leading commodity experts, will tell you why gold and silver are headed
to the stratosphere. Plus he’ll let you in on eight of the best ways to play
these two precious crisis-proof metals!
4. The BioEconomy’s 6 Biggest Profit Takers: No matter what happens
in the volatile years ahead, there are two things that the global economy
and the global population simply won’t be able to do without — Food
and Energy. In this special online report, you’ll learn about the six
companies poised to profit most of the global food and energy boom.
5. The Offshore Convenient Account. When the banks go belly-up…
and the Dow is in free-fall…and millions of Americans are trapped in
American markets…your assets can be safely invested in some of the
world’s strongest private European banks…enjoying unrestricted
access to markets and investments that will soar when almost
everything else comes crashing down. This report will tell you all about
your exclusive offshore banking options. You’ll learn about the powerful
banks and the leading financial havens where your accounts are being
held...plus you’ll learn how to use your account legally and efficiently.
Your offshore bank account is your gateway to the many profitable
opportunities I’ve mentioned in this letter. Through it you could be able
to truly cash in on the major new economic mega-trends that are
occurring right now. Your offshore account is a unique and privileged
benefit of Sovereign Society Membership. The super rich – who are
lucky enough to have the right contacts – pay thousands of dollars to
experts to open offshore bank accounts for them. But as a member of
The Sovereign Society, this extraordinary benefit is yours free.

The Best $49 Investment You’ll Ever Make!
For just $49 – you’ll get access to all of these extraordinary benefits,
including:
1. Regular and reliable investment intelligence from an unrivalled team of
more than 30 financial and professional experts. (A single consultation
with just one of our experts would be upwards of $700 an hour – plus
airfares and flying time! But you’ll get access to all of their knowledge –
as a benefit of membership).
http://www.web-purchases.com/SVSfusebox/ESVSJ542/landing.html?sessionID=vEoEnvbQBK&o=1482650&u=31090070&l=848323
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as a benefit of membership).
2. The Sovereign Individual. Your monthly exclusive research advisory
letter – packed with alternative investment opportunities and strategies
that you won’t find on the pages of Wall Street Journal or Barron’s…
plus asset protection techniques, privacy strategies, offshore retirement
havens, e-commerce opportunities, tax strategies and much more!
3. The opportunity to open offshore bank accounts at one or more top
European banks…where your money can be safer…and you can gain
unrestricted access to investment opportunities everywhere.
4. The Sovereign Society Offshore A-Letter. The world’s most popular
offshore e-letter with more than 104,000 readers worldwide, it will keep
you in touch with global events that can affect your wealth and safety.
Plus your 5 FREE online reports:
1. The Derivatives Time Bomb: How to Turn the Coming MegaCatastrophe into Explosive Profits (a special report on the imminent
global derivatives disaster).
2. Currencies for the Long Run (includes the best and easiest ways to
cash in on today’s top-performing currencies.)
3. The Dirt Digger: 8 Great Ways to Profit from $75 Silver and $2500
gold.
4. The BioEconomy’s 6 Biggest Profit Takers.
5. The Offshore Convenient Account (includes everything you need to
know about getting the most out of offshore bank accounts).
I’m sure you’ll agree this is an unbelievable bargain. And you’d be crazy not
to take us up on it.

Powerful Financial Secrets – at No Cost!
For an even better deal, sign up for two years for just $98 and we’ll send you
Forbidden Knowledge – FREE! This is the ultimate report on how to survive
and thrive through the volatile years ahead. It combines many of the greatest
secrets The Sovereign Society and our prestigious international advisory
board have revealed over the years. In it you’ll get the secret banking
techniques…the perfect sleep at night investment strategy…how you can
legally live nearly tax-free…and offshore retirement programs the
government doesn’t want you to know about. This report is the ultimate
roadmap for your financial future…and it’s yours FREE with a 2-year
membership!
http://www.web-purchases.com/SVSfusebox/ESVSJ542/landing.html?sessionID=vEoEnvbQBK&o=1482650&u=31090070&l=848323
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Respond Within 7 Days – and Save a Fortune in Taxes!
To help you protect your wealth even further – I’m going to offer you an
enormous tax secret of the super rich – absolutely free.
Respond within 7 days, and I will also send you a special free report – that
will show you how to invest in many of the opportunities I’ve mentioned in this
letter – without getting killed by taxes! And believe it or not – it’s all
perfectly legal! It’s a special offshore retirement plan…that’s only available
from some of the world’s strongest financial havens. It’s actually one of the
safest and most powerful offshore investment vehicles available today. It’s
been used by kings, sheiks and the world’s wealthiest families for decades to
protect and boost their wealth. But these days, they come with even more
benefits – currency management options, access to the world’s top money
managers and the ability to compound your profits privately and safely! And
there has never been a more critical time to employ this powerful investment
vehicle…
I’ll make sure you get this special report on this dynamic, wealth-preserving
investment vehicle – so you can not only rack up enormous gains offshore –
but also learn to further enhance them by legally sheltering them from
excessive taxes. Just click below or call toll-free NOW at 1-888-856-1403.
Your membership will be activated immediately and a whole new world of
financial possibilities will be opened to you.

Don’t Risk a Penny – Until You Are Convinced!
I’m hoping our track record alone has more than convinced you to join us.
But just in case you have any doubts, I want to give you a unique opportunity
to take a risk-free look at us. In other words, you won’t have to risk a penny
until you are convinced that a Sovereign Society Membership is right for you.
If at any time you decide The Sovereign Society is not for you – just cancel
your subscription – and we will give you a pro-rated refund on your fees (with
full money back within the first 30 days). No questions asked. But you can
still keep your free reports – whatever you decide. That’s our guarantee to
you.

The Best Financial Protection Available Today
There has never been a more critical time to diversify your assets into safe
havens offshore. As banks falter, credit ratings crash, liquidity dries up and
the sub-prime derivatives disaster continues to wreak havoc on the global
economy - U.S. markets may close (just as they did after September 11)…
and a whole generation of stock and mutual fund investors will find
themselves locked in a crashing market. They will be powerless to move. But
you won’t. Your assets will be safely diversified offshore. You’ll never be left
powerless to move. It’s an essential hedge in today’s economic climate – yet
only the smartest of investors have it in place. Now you can know how to as
http://www.web-purchases.com/SVSfusebox/ESVSJ542/landing.html?sessionID=vEoEnvbQBK&o=1482650&u=31090070&l=848323
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only the smartest of investors have it in place. Now you can know how to as
well.
Plus while the U.S. stock market is crashing – you could be racking up huge
gains – offshore! Because when stocks slide – hard currencies, commodities,
alternative funds and precious metals — will soar. You could be positioned to
profit – big time – from any disaster the future may have in store for you! It’s a
win-win portfolio…and a completely new way of organizing your finances that
the average American mutual fund investor will never know.
You will not only survive through the volatile years ahead…but you could
thrive. Your wealth could stand tall against whatever shocks and surprises
the world throws at it. While terrorist attacks, wars, broker scandals,
accounting scandals and derivatives disasters break out in America, you
could be sitting smug far removed from the evils of Wall Street…racking up
huge gains offshore…
I look forward to sharing more with you in the fascinating months ahead!
Sincerely,

John Pugsley
Chairman
The Sovereign Society
P.S. The bursting dot.com bubble…the ballooning trade deficit…and the
slowing U.S. economy have cracked the foundation of the dollar’s global
power. The Great Era of Dollar Domination is over. And now a giant
derivative disaster is cracking the foundations of the American economy. But
just as investors continue to dump dollars…a number of currencies will rise.
And just as great economic super powers fall, others will rise. By
understanding these events you can cash in on major new economic megatrends that are already showing smart readers gains of 1,794%…
797%...146%…82%...146% and more. If you employ the emergency
strategies mentioned in this report, you could start seeing these gains, too!

Subscribe Now
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